FOX 30

Colour:

mango-midnight

Article ID:

3613018-9302

Weight:

1220 g

Volume:

30 litres

Size:

60 / 24 / 22 (H x W x D) cm

MSRP:

14,000 円

The Fox, our trekking backpack for kids and youngsters,
was revised to provide the technical design and high
functionality of our "big" backpacks fully adapted to the
needs of kids. The Fox also grows with the child thanks to
the VariQuick back length adjustment system so they can
have fun longer with their adventure backpack.

HIGHLIGHTS OF FOX 30
Vari Quick System

Bottom Compartment

Padded Hip Belt

For easy adjustment to any back
length.

With removable separator for ideal
gear access and load placement.

An additional padding on the hip
belt provides more carrying
comfort.

Sternum Strap

Valuables Pocket

Stretch Compartment

The sternum strap stabilizes the
pack on the shoulders.

special pocket on the inside of the
pack to keep valuable items safe

stretch compartment on the inside
of the back to stowe sweaty/wet
clothes

SOS-Label

Hydration System 3.0 L

Hiking Pole Attachment

provides the most important tips in
case of emergency

Compatible

Attachment loops for hiking poles

Lid pocket

Load Adjustment Straps

Pull-Forward Hip Fin

This pocket integrated into the lid
guarantees quick access to your
gear.

to individually adapt the pack’s
centre of gravity

allows an easy and precise
adjustment

Contact System

External Pockets (2)

compatible with Streamer 2.0 l &
Streamer 3.0 l

The ergonomically shaped back
cushions of the Contact System hug
the back and distribute the weight
of the load evenly, relieving the load
on the back. Additionally, loads are
carried easiest when they are close
to the body. Channels between the
cushions as well the breathable,
sturdy 3D Airmesh lining provide
pleasant ventilation.

SUITABLE FOR
Kids

Hiking

Trekking

Camping

Huts

MATERIAL

600D PES

210D PA Ripstop

Made from 600 den Polyester thread and with a

Ultra-tight weave, hard wearing 210 Denier

thick PU coating, this multi-purpose fabric is

Nylon. Recognisable by the very technical, shiny

robust and lightweight. It is most suitable for

surface incorporating tough Ripstop threads.

backpacks, used in average conditions to keep

This lightweight and extremely robust fabric is

the weight to a minimum.

perfectly suited to the manufacture of
lightweight products. Top quality PU coating.
This highly technical material is used for
lightweight Alpine and Trekking models.

